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TOWARDS A CLEAN-UP 

The Swachh Bharat Mission is a high-profile national programme enjoying extraordinary 

political and budgetary support. With its subsidy based mass toilet-building programme, it has 

put up millions of individual house latrines in rural areas: a government-commissioned survey 

estimates that the coverage now extends to 62.45% of households, up from 39% in 2014. Among 

these households, nearly 92% of people who have access actually use the toilets. Big gaps exist, 

but these are encouraging trends, given the many positive outcomes that sanitation produces. The 

most important of these is reduced stress for women, who suffer silently in its absence. There are 

well-known gains to public health as well. Success can be measured, however, only through a 

rigorous assessment of how the new facilities fare over time. There is data from undivided 

Andhra Pradesh to show that household latrines built before the current Swachh programme 

lapsed into disuse because many rural households did not have a water source. The newer ones 

may meet the same fate without access to water. Also, Dalit houses tend to have lower coverage, 

hinting at structural difficulties in accessing schemes. Rural housing also needs stronger policy 

support, without which it cannot wipe out the deficit of about 60 million units that are needed to 

plan for universal toilet access. In the Centre’s assessment, Bihar, Jammu and Kashmir, Odisha, 

Uttar Pradesh and Telangana have particularly failed to upgrade rural sanitation, while Sikkim, 

Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, Uttarakhand, Haryana and Gujarat have exceeded the goals. Given 

the substantial funding available from the Centre, State governments cannot have a convincing 

reason for a poor record. The Union Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation, which has 

introduced a new district-level ranking, should persuade the more backward States to bring about 

infrastructure improvements. Yet, total Swachh will remain elusive, because even urban India 

has no comprehensive waste management plan, leave alone the less affluent rural areas. Nearly 

60% of sewage generated in the cities currently flows untreated into rivers, waterways, lakes and 

the sea. The rules on segregation of waste remain on paper even in the bigger cities. It is now 

left to environmentally conscious citizens to adopt green practices, compost and sort their waste. 

The big metros generate a few thousand tonnes of garbage every day, and city managers focus 

their energies on transporting refuse to landfills. Many Indians do not see the waste they generate 

as their problem, and consider it to be someone else’s responsibility. Mahatma Gandhi saw in 

this attitude the pernicious roots of societal divisions, and campaigned against it. Achieving his 

vision for a clean nation will take more than symbolism it needs clear policies and investments 

in the right systems. 

WORDS 

1. Put up : Arranged beforehand in order to deceive someone. 

2. Rigorous : Extremely thorough and careful. 

 Synonyms: Careful, Painstaking, meticulous ,conscientious diligent, scrupulous 

3. Meticulous: very careful and precise. 

4. Punctilious: showing great attention to detail or correct behaviour, attentive 

 

5. Wipe out : To lose control, especially in a vehicle, and have an accident. 

 (verb) :  to destroy ( a large no of  people or thing) 

             Or, to obliterte 

6. Elusive : Difficult to find, catch, or achieve. 

 Synonyms: Evasive, Puzzling 

7. Comprehensive : Including or dealing with all or nearly all elements or aspects of 

something. 
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 Synonyms: Inclusive, Complete 

8. Affluent : (especially of a group or area) Having a great deal of money; wealthy. 

 Synonyms: Wealthy, Rich 

9. Opulent : luxurious, sumptuous, palatial, lavish, lush, luxuriant, splendid, magnificent 

 Sumptuous : splendid and expensive-looking   

10. Sewage : Waste water and excrement conveyed in sewers. 

Synonyms: Trash, Rubbish 

11. Segregation : The action or state of setting someone or something apart from others. 

 Synonyms: Separation, Partition 

12. Apartheid : a policy or situation of segregation based on some specified attribute.  

 

13. Conscious : Aware of and responding to one’s surroundings. 

 Synonyms: Aware, Awake 

14. Sentient : able to perceive or feel things  

15. Pernicious : Having a harmful effect, especially in a gradual or subtle way. 

 Synonyms: Harmful, Damaging 

16. Malevolent : having or showing a wish to do evil to others 

17. Vindicate : having or showing a strong or unreasoning desire for revenge  

18. Acrimonious : (typically of speech or discussion) angry and bitter.  

19. Lethal : sufficient to cause death Or , deadly 

20. Symbolism : The use of symbols to represent ideas or qualities. 

                                                                 

RACE FOR NAIROBI 

Kenya’s elections typically have not just highly charged campaigns, but they are protracted 

affairs after the vote too, with fierce contestation over the result and often violence. It had been 

hoped that this month’s presidential election would break that cycle, but events have so far 

played to previous trends. All votes have still not been counted, but with well over 90% of the 

polling stations declaring results, President Uhuru Kenyatta had secured almost 55% of the vote, 

with the Opposition candidate, Raila Odinga, trailing by about 10 percentage points. Mr. Odinga 

of the National Super Alliance has disputed the provisional lead for the incumbent in Tuesday’s 

election. The former Prime Minister has claimed the Opposition alliance’s own tabulation is at 

variance with the provisional figures, alleging that official databases have been hacked. The 

election commission dismissed the allegations, insisting that the polls were held in a free and fair 

manner after an overhaul of the mechanism. Curiously, the poll authority said that it had not 

received any formal complaint from the Opposition. The suspense over the ultimate outcome is 

likely to linger, not just because the election commission is allowed seven days to declare the 

final tally. The two-stage process in the announcement of the results, besides poor electronic 

connectivity to interior regions, could complicate matters. For instance, the provisional tallies 

are based on text messages sent by the returning officers from various polling stations to the 

commission’s database. The final official results are calculated from the prescribed forms filled 

out at different polling centres and transmitted electronically to the commission. The 

technically complex system — the tabulation system broke down in the previous election — has 

added grist to the Opposition mill. Mr. Odinga had exuded confidence about his own prospects, 

while expressing cautious optimism about the conduct of a free and fair poll following a 

reshuffle in the electoral body. But he has now sought to make connections between the murder 

of a top poll official last week and the results. Equally, there have been concerns over the 
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maintenance of law and order during previous elections. More than 1,000 people were killed in 

post-election violence in 2008, drawing international condemnation. The 2013 presidential 

election was marred by clashes. The availability of well-established channels to resolve 

electoral disputes is a pre-requisite for a functioning democracy, and Kenya needs to consider 

further reforms in the light of repeated disputes. But the shortcomings of these institutions cannot 

be a licence for the display of muscle power and violation of fundamental freedoms. The 

government as well as the Opposition have a moral responsibility to ensure that the current 

controversy does not deteriorate into violence and bloodshed. 

 

WORD LIST 

1. Protracted: lasting for a long time or longer than expected or usual. 

2.  Fierce : having or displaying a violent or ferocious aggressiveness  

 Synonym : ferocious, savage, vicious , feral, untamed, undomesticated 

 Savage :  (of something bad or negative) very great; severe  

 Synonyms  : severe, devastating, crippling, terrible, awful, ruinous 

 Ruinous : disastrous or destructive  

 Synonym : disastrous, devastating , catastrophic  

3. Contestation : The action or process of disputing or arguing. 

 Synonyms: Argument, Dispute , controversy  

 Controversy : contention, disputation, altercation  

4. Disputed : Argue about (something). 

 Synonyms: Debate, Discuss 

5. Incumbent: Incumbent govt. means present govt who is in power. Necessary for (someone) 

as a duty or responsibility. 

 Synonyms: Mandatory, Necessary 

 Requisite : required, prerequisite, essential  

6. Alleging : claim or assert that someone has done something illegal or wrong, typically 

without proof  

 Synonym : claim, assert, proclaim, maintain, advance, contend, argue, affirm,  

 Aver : to declare or affirm solemnly and formally as true 

7. Overhaul : Take apart (a piece of machinery or equipment) in order to examine it and repair 

it if  necessary. 

 Synonyms: Rebuild, Revamp 

 Refurbish : renovate and redecorate  

8. Curiously : in a way that shows eagerness to know or learn something  

 Synonym : inquisitive.  

21. Meddlesome : fond of meddling , interfering 

 Synonym  :  Prying   

22. Linger : to stay or remain in a place or situation especially , as of unwilling to depart  

 Synonym : loiter  

23. Tallies : agree or correspond  

 Synonym : concur, coincide, match, fit  

24. Harmonise : coordinate, go together, match  or ,square  

25. Transmitted : cause (something) to pass on from one person or place to another Synonym : 

transfer, pass on, communicate, carry, bear 

26. Convey : transport or carry to a place  
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27. Grist :  anything that can be used to your advantage 
28. Exuded : (of a person) display (an emotion or quality) strongly and openly. 

 Synonyms: Emanate, Radiate 

29. Cautious : careful to avoid potential problems or dangers  

 Synonym : careful, aware, heedful, attentive, alert  

30. Prudent : wise, well judged, judicious, sagacious 

31. Sagacious : wise, clever, intelligent   

32. Optimism : hopefulness and confidence about the future or the success of something 

Synonym : hope, confidence, cheer  

33. Reshuffle : an act of reorganizing or rearranging something  

 Synonym :  restructuring,  rearrangement  

34. Condemnation : the expression of very strong disapproval  

 Synonym : criticism  

35. Denunciation : the action of informing against someone  

 Synonym : damnation, vilification  

36. Marred : impair the quality or appearance of or,  spoil 

 Synonym  : spoil, ruin, impair  

37. Impair : weaken or damage (something, especially a faculty or function)  

38. Blemish : a small mark or flaw which spoils the appearance of something  

 Synonym : imperfection, fault,  defect   

39. Disputes : a disagreement or argument  

 Synonym : controversy , conflict  

40. Altercation : a noisy argument or disagreement  

 Synonym : argument, quarrel, squabble, fight  

41. pre-requisite : a thing that is required as a prior condition for something else to happen or 

exist  

 synonym  : essential, requirement  

42. Deteriorate : Become progressively worse. 

 Synonyms: Worsen, Decline 

43. Bloodshed : The killing or wounding of people, typically on a large scale during a conflict. 

 Synonyms: Slaughter, Killing 

44. Genocide : the deliberate killing of a large group of people  

 Synonym : massacre ,  

45. Annihilation : complete destruction or obliteration  

 Synonym : eradication  

 

WAGES OF NEGLECT: ON GORAKHPUR DEATHS  

The Gorakhpur tragedy demands a prompt inquiry and a holistic health-care overhaul  

The death of more than 60 children in the span of a few days in a major referral hospital in Uttar 

Pradesh has jolted the conscience of the nation. This was an entirely preventable tragedy. It will 

take an independent inquiry to establish why children perished at the BRD Medical College in 

Gorakhpur between August 7 and 11. Such an inquiry should examine whether and to what 

extent the disruption of oxygen supply to those who were extremely sick was a cause for the 

deaths. That the two events were not entirely unrelated seemed to be indirectly confirmed with 

the frantic requisitioning of emergency oxygen supplies and the State government suspending 

the principal of the college. Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath’s immediate assertion that no 

http://www.vanik.org/
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deaths took place due to lack of oxygen was inappropriate as it would prejudice any 

administrative probe. After all, the company that supplied the oxygen had issued notice to the 

hospital on large unpaid bills, warning of a crisis. Only a high-level judicial inquiry will have 

credibility. That no lessons have been learned by the State government and the Centre is evident 

from the unremitting annual peaks of disease and death in U.P., particularly in the eastern 

districts: data show that Japanese encephalitis, which afflicted many of the children who died 

last week, has claimed more than 10,000 lives in the State between 1978, the year of the first 

major outbreak, and 2005. High mortality has been witnessed in subsequent years as well. As a 

parliamentarian representing Gorakhpur for almost two decades, Mr. Adityanath was only too 

familiar with the epidemics that wracked his constituency frequently. Previous State 

governments have done little to address this problem, but that cannot be Mr. Adityanath’s 

response to the tragedy.  

Reducing the incidence of fatal or crippling disease calls for robust medical infrastructure, 

which governments can create quickly, if they have the will. In the case of U.P., the epidemics 

have their roots in weak social determinants such as housing and sanitation, coupled with 

ecological changes. Encephalitis is correlated with expansion of irrigation and construction of 

dams four decades ago, resulting in an increase in disease-transmitting mosquitoes. Proximity to 

pigs and birds created viral transmission pathways. The Centre has a vaccination programme in 

place and a stated commitment to build paediatric intensive care units in priority districts, but 

these have not had significant impact. The way forward would be for the Indian Council of 

Medical Research to launch a special commission for U.P., treating it as a public health 

emergency. It is also an appropriate moment for the Centre and the States to consider their poor 

record. They trail even other developing economies, such as neighbouring Thailand and some 

African countries, in moving to universal health care. Such a system should be non-commercial 

and regulated to contain costs, giving everyone affordable access to doctors, diagnostics and 

treatment.  

 

WORD LIST 

46. Wage – reward, recompense, retribution. 

 Synonym : honorarium , income, revenue , profit, gain, reward  

47. Reimbursement :  the action of repaying a person who has spent or lost money  

48. holistic –  relating to the whole/complete/entire factors 

 synonym :  comprehensive, full, total. 

49. overhaul  – a thorough examination, revamp, recondition. 

 Synonym : remodel, refit, refurbish, modernize,  

                         regulate, adjust  

50. jolt – push or shake (someone or something) abruptly and roughly.   

 Synonym : surprise, shock, startle,  joggle  

51. conscience – a person's moral sense of right and wrong  

52. synonym :  morals, standards, values/principles, ethics, creed  

53. compunction : a feeling of guilt or moral scruple that prevents or follows the doing of 

something bad  

 synonym : hesitation  

54. remorse : deep regret or guilt for a wrong committed.  

 Synonym : contrition, guilt, compunction 

55. perish – die, especially in a violent or sudden way 

http://www.vanik.org/
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 synonym : die, be killed (suddenly) 

56. frantic  – distraught with fear, anxiety, or other emotion  

 synonym :  panic-stricken, panic-struck, berserk/distraught. 

57. Agitated : feeling or appearing troubled or nervous  

 Synonym : upset,, flustered, ruffled, disquieted, disturbed, distressed,  

58. Perturbed : make (someone) anxious or unsettled  

 Synonym : worry, upset , fluster, ruffle, discountenance  

59. requisition  –  demand the use or supply of (something) by official order  

 synonym :  request, order, call for , occupy, seize 

60. sequestration  : take forcible possession of (something)  

61. assertion – a confident and forceful statement of fact or belief   

 synonym : affirmation, declaration, statement. 

62. Asseveration : the solemn or emphatic declaration or statement of something  

63. Swear : make a solemn statement or promise undertaking to do something or affirming that 

something is the case  

 Synonym : declare, aver, proclaim, pronounce, profess  

64. prejudice  – give rise to prejudice in (someone); make biased 

 synonym :  bias/influence; damage, spoil/impair. 

65. Warp : make or become bent or twisted out of shape, typically as a result of the effects of 

heat or damp  

 Synonym :buckle, twist, bend, distort, deform, misshape    

66. Kink :  a sharp twist or curve in something that is otherwise straight  

 Synonym : twirl, ringlet, wave, frizz  

67. unremitting  – never relaxing or slackening or incessant  

 synonym :  relentless, constant, endless. 

68. Inexorable : impossible to stop or prevent 

 Synonym : unstoppable, unavoidable, inescapable  

69. Irrevocable : not able to be changed, reversed, or recovered; final 

 Synonym : irreversible, unrectifiable, irremediable  

70. encephalitis  – it is a sudden sudden inflammation (swelling) of the brain. 

71. afflict  – cause pain or trouble to; affect adversely  

 synonym : trouble, affect, bother adversely. 

72. Exasperate : rritate intensely; infuriate  

 Synonym : infuriate, , incense, anger, annoy, irritate  

73. Miff : annoy.  

74. Disgruntled : angry or dissatisfied  

 Synonym : aggrieved, resentful, fed up, displeased, unhappy  

75. Malcontent : a person who is dissatisfied and rebellious 

 synonym : agitator, dissentient, dissident, rebel 

76. rebel : a person who resists authority, control, or convention 

 synonym : nonconformist, dissenter  

77. epidemic – the appearance of a particular disease in a large number  of people  at the same 

time 

 Synonym : plague, scourge, infestation  

78. wrack -  a variant of rack  – torment, afflict, torture/pain.Or, smash or break forcefully 

 Synonym : bust up , wreck 
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79. fatal  – causing death synonym : deadly, lethal, killing. 

80. Malignant : evil in nature or effect  

 Synonym : spiteful , , hostile, malevolent, malicious, malign  

81. Rancorous : characterized by bitterness or resentment 

 Synonym : acrimonious, malicious  

82. crippling  –adverse, cause a severe and almost insuperable problem for  

 synonym : weakening, destroying, spoiling. 

83. Impoverish : exhaust the strength or vitality of . 

 Synonym : empty, diminish  

84. Enervate: having no energy,  make (someone) feel drained of energy or vitality  

 Synonym : fatigue, weary  

85. will  – determine by choice  

 synonym : determination; decision, intention. 

 determinant  – a factor which decisively affects the nature or outcome of something  

synonym : factor, issue, concern. 

86. proximity – nearness in space, time, or relationship  

 synonym : closeness, nearness, adjacency. 

87. Juxtaposition : the fact of two things being seen or placed close together with contrasting 

effect .  

 Synonym : contrast , closeness, collocation 

88. vaccination  – treatment with a vaccine to protect against a particular disease. 

89. paediatric – relating to the branch of medicine dealing with children and their diseases. 

90. trail – walk or move slowly or wearily   

 Synonym : trudge, amble, meander, drift, dawdle, straggle, loiter, linger  

 

SOME MORE VOCABULARY FROM “THE HINDU” 
91. Impulses (noun) लालसा / प्ररणा : A sudden strong and unreflective urge or desire to act. 

 Synonyms: Urge, instinct, drive, compulsion, itch, whim, desire, fancy, notion, inclination, 

temptation. 

 Example: I felt an impulse on the racket as a force reflected off the strings. 

92. Precursor (noun) अग्रगामी / आग जानवाला : A person or thing that comes before another of the same 

kind; a forerunner. 

 Synonyms: Forerunner, predecessor, forefather, father, antecedent, ancestor, forebear. 

 Example: Technology behind the whole machine is the precursor to missing the mark. 

93. Predilection (noun) झुकाव/ पूवााभिरुचि : A preference or special liking for something; a bias in favor of 

something. 

 Synonyms: Liking, fondness, preference, partiality, taste, penchant, weakness, soft spot, fancy, 

inclination. 

 Example: She has clearly expressed that she has no interest in this, so I’ve kept my predilection to 

myself. 

94. Nascent (adjective) नवजात / आरम्ि होता हुआ / बढ़न वाला : (especially of a process or organization) just 

coming into existence and beginning to display signs of future potential. 

 Synonyms: Just beginning, budding, developing, growing, embryonic, incipient, young, fledgling, 

evolving. 

 Example: The best of the past, not the nascent future, was his main concern. 
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95. Candour (noun ) स्पष्टवादिता / ननमालता : The quality of being open and honest in expression; frankness. 

 Synonyms: Frankness, openness, honesty, candidness, truthfulness, sincerity, forthrightness, 

directness. 

 Example: Only an entirely new generation can bring honesty and candour to this matter. 

96. Contingent (adjective) ननिार : Happening by or subject to chance or accident; unpredictable. 

 Synonyms: Uncertain, Dependent, Conditional, Subject To, Based On, Determined By, random. 

 Example: The use of the discount coupon is contingent upon a customer purchasing at least fifty 

dollars worth of groceries. 

97. Hover (verb) आस पास फिरना : Remain poised uncertainly in one place or between two states. 

 Synonyms: Flutter, Suspended, Hang, Levitate, Oscillate, Vibrate, Vacillate. 

 Example: Overhead 10 helicopters hovered , cameramen and photographers ready to shoot the action. 

98. Prudence (noun) बुद्धिमानी / िालाकी / सावधानी :Careful or wise in handling practical matters; exercising 

good judgment or common sense. 

 Synonyms: Wisdom, judgment, good judgment, common sense, sense, sagacity, shrewdness, 

advisability. 

 Example: We need to exercise prudence in such important matters. 

99. Constriction (noun) संकीणान/संकुिन :The action of making something narrower by pressure or of 

becoming narrower; tightening. 

 Synonyms: Tightness, pressure, compression, contraction, cramp, obstruction, blockage, impediment, 

stricture, stenosis. 

 Example: Asthma is a constriction of the airways. 

100. Amelioration (noun) सुधार / उन्ननत : The act of making something better; improvement. 

 Synonyms: Betterment, Melioration, Improvement, Amendment, Bettering, Enhancement, 

Refinement. 

 Example: You can ameliorate your english by reading daily editorial with vocabulary from 

letsstudytogether.co. 

101. Transient (adjective) अस्थायी/ क्षणणक : Remaining in a place only a brief time. 

 Synonyms: Transitory, temporary, short-lived, short-term, ephemeral, impermanent, brief, short, 

momentary. 

 Example: The group has been calling for temporary halting site facilities for transient traders. 

102. Coherent (adjective) सामंजस्यपूणा/ सुसंगत :(of an argument, theory, or policy) logical and consistent. 

 Synonyms: Logical, reasoned, reasonable, rational, sound, cogent, consistent, consilient, clear. 

 Example: If we can’t construct coherent policies to combat crime effectively, let’s just pay it 

protection money. 

103. Rectitude (noun) ननष्कपटता / सत्यपरायणता : Morally correct behavior or thinking; righteousness. 

 Synonyms: Righteousness, goodness, virtue, morality, honor, honorableness, integrity, principle, 

probity . 

 Example: We also stand for fiscal rectitude and law and order. 

104. Lurk (verb) निप कर बठना / घात में रहना : (of a person or animal) be or remain hidden so as to wait in 

ambush for someone or something. 

 Synonyms: Ambuscade, lie in wait, waylay, scupper, bushwhack, ambush. 

 Example: They always lurk behind me, waiting with their jaws open, licking their lips. 
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